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Abstract

National sector responsibility legislation places specific obligations on Swedish
sector authorities to handle environmental issues within their sector. Because
of this responsibility, there is a need to map environmental impacts from
sectors and to identify key problems and strategies to reduce impacts in each
sector. Agriculture and energy are two sectors causing severe environmental
impacts, and these are therefore interesting as case studies.

Employing a systems perspective when exploring impacts and options
for their reduction ensures that problems are not simply shifted in time or
space or between problems, but are considered in a holistic manner. Using
this perspective, indirect effects such as changes upstream or downstream of
the production chain, as well as among consumers, can be considered when
seeking strategies to reduce environmental impacts in a sector.

A method to investigate environmental impacts from a sector was developed
and tested in the cases of agriculture and energy (Papers I and II). The
method was based on environmentally extended Input-Output Analysis (IOA)
and Life Cycle Assessment (LCA). IOA-data from Swedish Environmental
Accounts were used as the starting point for the inventory. Such data provide
information on direct and indirect impacts from the sector. To capture
those aspects not included in the Environmental Accounts, the Swedish
Environmental Quality Objectives were subsequently used as a checklist, and
information on the missing aspects was obtained from literature. For further
processing of the data, characterisation and weighting methods from LCA
methodology were used to identify hotspots, i.e. the most important problems.

The results showed that biodiversity, greenhouse effect, eutrophication,
use of non-renewable resources and toxicity were potential hotspots in
the agriculture sector. In the energy sector, the hotspots were air quality,
greenhouse effect, use of non-renewable resources and toxicity.

Analysis of sector policies (Paper III) showed that both sectors are focusing
on some of the hotspots identified, but other important problems are not
receiving sufficient attention. In the agriculture sector, the focus is principally
on biodiversity and toxicity, while the energy sector mainly focuses on issues of
climate change and non-renewable resources.

A second hybrid IOA-LCA method (Energy Analysis Programme, EAP) was
employed to study direct and indirect use of energy carriers in households
(Papers IV and V). Through a combination of IOA and process data, the energy
intensity (energy per monetary unit, e.g. MJ/SEK) of a large number of goods
and services was calculated. When combined with information on household
expenditure, these data provided information on total household use of fuels
and electricity and provided insights into spending patterns that could result in
lower energy intensity. A final study investigated the significance of reducing
food losses as a strategy to reduce environmental impacts from the food sector
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(Paper VI). The results from the studies with a consumer perspective were used
to identify how consumers can contribute to reducing environmental impacts
in the two sectors investigated. For agriculture, consumers can help reduce
impacts through reduced consumption of animal products, while for energy,
reduced energy use in households is important, as is further substitution of
fossil fuels.
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